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Pacifi Gas and Electric Company 77 Beale Street
San Francisco, CA 94106

4151972 7000
TWX910.372.6587

'

James D. Shiffer
Vice President

Nucfear Power Generation

November 13, 1989

PGEE Letter No. DCL-89-283

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Re: Docket No. 50-275, OL-DPR-80
Docket No. 50-323, OL-DPR-82
Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2
Long Term Seismic Program — Probabi listic Risk Assessment

Gentlemen:

On August 7, 1989, the NRC Staff issued a summary for the
June 13-15, 1989, public meeting between PGhE and the NRC regardi ng
probabi listic risk assessment (PRA). Enclosure 3 of the meeting
summary documented three action items for PGLE that resulted from
the meeting. PGhE's responses to these action items are provided in
the enclosure.

Kindly acknowledge receipt of this material on the enclosed copy of
this letter and return it in the enclosed addressed envelope.

Sincerely,

dg Wm~+
J. D. Shiffer

cc: H. Bohn, Sandia
N. Chokshi, NRC
R. Fitzpatrick, BNL
J. B. Hartin
H. M. Hendonca
P. P. Narbut
H. Rood
B. H. Vogler
CPUC
Diablo Distribution

Enclosure
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Letter No. DCL-89-283

ENCLOSURE

PG&E RESPONSES TO

ACTION ITEHS FROH NRC'S AUGUST 7, 1989 HEETING SUMMARY

The following are PG&E responses to the action items identified in the NRC

letter dated August 7, 1989 (Docket Nos. 50-275 and 50-323).

PG&E is requested to provide the Block diagram containing the Boolean
equations used in the seismic risk quantification.

R n m 1

The requested Block diagram is enclosed as Figure 1. A discussion to aid in
interpreting this diagram follows:

The reduced seismic logic model is illustrated in Figure 1. This model was
used in the Diablo Canyon Probabi listric Risk Assessment (DCPRA) to compute
the seismic core damage frequency and the associated uncertainty
distribution. Both the uncertainties in the seismic hazard curves and the
seismic fragi li ties are accounted for using thi s model. The uncertainties in
the non-seismic failure parameters (e.g., failure rates of equipment to start
on demand, maintenance frequencies, etc.) generally are not included in this
model. They were judged to have minimal impact on the overall uncertainty in
the seismic-initiated core damage frequency. Hhere non-seismic failures are
important, they are included explicitly; however, only point estimates were
used for each of these parameters.

Figure 1 portrays the relationships between the seismic fragility curves and
the non-seismic failures included in the seismic core damage frequency model.
The numbers inside the circles shown in the figure refer to the fragility
curve numbers in Table 6-40, of Reference 1. The SEIS4 uncertainty
propagation program uses discrete probability arithmetic to combine
uncertainty distributions. The boxes in the figure indicate the sequential
manner in which the distributions are combined prior to convolution with the
hazard curves.

The specific scenarios considered in the seismic uncertainty analysis were
identified by examining the results of the point estimate seismic
quantification. The top'150 scenarios (by frequency) from the seismic point
estimate quantification were reviewed. The relative contribution to each of
these scenarios from seismic and non-seismic failures were then identified.
These insights were then used to develop the important scenarios for
incorporation into the SEIS4 model for uncertainty analysis. This is not to
say that only the failures involved in the top 150 scenarios were included in
the uncertainty analysis. Quite the contrary, the seismic and non-seismic
failure modes account for all the scenarios in the top 150 plus many more
scenarios of lower frequency. Hany of these scenarios are of the same form as
those in the top 150 but are initiated at different seismic levels and
consequently are lower in frequency.
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Beginning with the upper left-hand corner of the figure, the following
discusses each box in the figure. The impact of each specific seismic
fragility is presented in Tables 6-42 and 6-43 of Reference l. Table 6-42
describes the particular failure mode for each fragility while Table 6-43
relates the fragility to the particular event tree top events impacted by the
associated failure mode.

BLOCK l

This Block includes the seismic fragi lities assumed to result in a total loss
of all 125V DC. The aux111ary building fragility was included among this
group. All equipment in the auxiliary building and the control room is
assumed lost if this fragility event fails. The total loss of all DC is used
as a surrogate for this impact. Loss of 125V DC also implies loss of the
associated train of AC power.

BLOCK 2

This Block includes the seism1c fragi lities, which result in loss of all
emergency AC power. Curve 32 of Table 6-40 in reference l is labeled "Buses G

and H potential transformers." It is actually the fragility for the Bus F

potential transformer. Although the corresponding potential transformers for
Buses G and H are stronger than the one for Bus F, the seismic core damage
model conservatively assumed that all three emergency buses fail if the weaker
transformer fails.
BLOCK 3

Block 3 includes the fragi li ties that result in fa1lure of all three trains of
emergency AC power but which also involve failure of the strut for the turbine
building. In the process of developing the fragi li ties, it was recognized
that the turbine building strut failure would change the response of certain
components in the turbine building. Separate fragility curves were therefore
developed for the Bus F potential transformer, the safeguard relay panel, and
for the 4 kV switchgear for the conditions where the turbine building strut
failure occurs . Curve 56 (i.e., that for the strut) is therefore combined
with the three fragilities using a logical "AND" operation.

BLOCK 4

Block 4 includes )ust the fragility curves that, if failed, are modeled as a
loss of all vital instrumentation. No credit was assumed for shutting down
without instrumentation; consequently, core damage was conservatively assumed
to occur.

BLOCK 5

Block 5 models the components that, if failed, could result in a failure to
trip the reactor. For the reactor trip switchgear, it was recognized that
failure of, this component would not prevent reactor trip if offsi te power was
also lost. Consequently, Fragility 43 1s comb1ned with a logical "AND" with
the complement of the loss of offs1te power fragility,
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BLOCK 6

Block 6 includes the component failure modes wh1ch are considered to lead to
an excessive LOCA. One piping segment 1s modeled for each of the charging and
RHR system piping connections in their interface with the reactor coolant
system boundary. The quantity 0.05 1s the probability that a failure of the
most stressed pipe support in these segments would lead to a complete
severance of the p1pe. In actuality, even if these pipes completely rupture,
the resulting flow area is insufficient to result in an excess1ve LOCA; i.e.,
beyond the des1gn basis of the ECCS. However, to s1mplify the model, this
conservative assumption was made. Therefore, th1s failure mode of either of
these two pipe segments is .assumed to lead to core damage.

BLOCK 7

Block 7 models the seismic failures that result in a LOCA with failure of
either RCS injection or recirculat1on from the containment support. The LOCA

failure modes are included in Block 7C. Two pipe segments are modeled; i.e.,
charging and the RHR system connections. The factor 0.20 is'he likelihood of
a small break in the most stressed segment of these pipes given that the pipe
support fails; this results in a LOCA from the RCS. Block 7B includes the
failure modes that result in a failure of high head injection. Fragi lities
for the RHR and containment spray pumps are included here because the limiting
seismic failure mode is a break in the pump boundary, which is assumed to
drain the RWST, resulting in failure of RCS injection. A total of 18 pipe
segments are also included. Again, failure of any one of these l8 segments is
postulated to result in a drain1ng of the RWST. The factor of 0.25 is the
assumed probability of any size pipe break given failure of the most limiting
pipe support in one of these segments. Block 7A models an operator error to
align recirculation from the containment sump. Action ZHELA2 models the
operator action to turn off the RHR pumps following an SI signal with the RCS

at high pressure. Failure to turn off these pumps within about 4 hours is
assumed to result in failure of the pumps due to overheating while operating
on miniflow; this, subsequently, results in the failure of the ability to
establish recirculation from the containment sump.

BLOCK 8

Block 8 cons1ders seismic fa1lure of the two sets of control panels; i.e., the
ma1n control boards and the hot shutdown panel. Rather than further
considering the operator action to transfer control to the hot shutdown panel,
given loss of the main control boards, the seism1c model conservat1vely
assumes that failure of either control station leads directly to core damage.

BLOCK 9

Block 9 considers the 1mportant system failure combinations (i.e., both
seismic and non-seismic failures) that involve a loss of offside power. Block
9A includes the different seismic failure modes of the d1esel generators. The
battery chargers (i.e., frag111 ty curve 35) are also included in this
assessment. It is assumed that their loss eventually leads to a, loss of DC,
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which is needed for continued operation of the diesels. Block 9B is a
constant which accounts for all the non-seismic failure combinations of the
emergency diesel generators. Block 9C models the seismic failures of the
diesel generator fuel oil transfer system. Even a small break in any one of
the six pipe segments modeled is conservatively assumed to fai 1 both trains of
fuel oil. Block 9D consists of two terms. Block 7C is as described
previously; i.e., it accounts for the seismic failure modes, which lead to a

small LOCA. The constant in Block 9G accounts for the non-seismic failure
modes that, together with a small LOCA, lead to core damage. Block 9E models
the scenarios which involve failure of either component cooling water or
auxiliary saltwater together with loss of power to the charging pumps. The
Block labeled CCH/ASW, models the CCH and ASH seismic failure modes. It is
assumed that a complete guillotine rupture of the ASW piping is required to
cause loss of the ASW system. For the CCH system, even a small pipe break is
assumed sufficient. The constant modeled by Block 9F accounts for the
non-seismic failure combinations that, together with a loss of RCP seal
cooling caused by a seismic failure of CCH or ASW, lead to core damage. These
non-seismic failure combinations involve a loss of onsite emergency power to
the charging pumps consequently resulting in a failure of seal injection and
RCS makeup. Blocks 9F and 10A (to be discussed in the next section),
together, model all the failure combination that prevent the operators from
aligning the firewater system to the charging pumps in the event CCW or ASH
failures occurs.

BLOCK 10

Block 10 accounts for scenarios that involve a seismic failure of either CCH

or ASH. Block CCH/ASH is as described above when discussing Block 9E. The
failures in Block 10A model all the important failure combinations which
preclude the operators from aligning firewater to the charging pumps for
continued RCP seal in)ection. The operator action itself is modeled by
ZHESE1. This human error rate is modeled as being dependent on the seismic
level; i.e., the human error rate increases as the earthquake level increases.

BLOCK 11

Block 11 accounts for all the non-seismic failure combinations, except those
involving a loss of offsite power, which result in core damage. Examples of
these -sequences are failure of all vital AC and failure of all vital DC.

BLOCK 12

This Block accounts for the scenarios that result in core damage because of
relay chatter. Block 12A models the three separate fragi lities modeled for
relay chatter. Any one of these events is modeled as leading to an initial
loss of all AC.- The relay chatter recovery action is ZHECTl; as with ZHESE1,
the human action is dependent upon the seismic level. Given the occurrence of
relay chatter and the fai lure to recover from it, the model assumes that core
damage results.
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The above seismic and non-sei smic failure combinations were logically combined
to first provide the conditional core damage frequency due to seismic events
as a function of seismic level. Figure 6-50 in reference 1 presents these
results.

The plant wide fragility was then convoluted with the complete family of
seismic hazard curves using the weights as indicated in Table 6-38 of the
Long-Term Seismic Program Report. The result then provides the unconditional
core damage frequency due to seismic events, which is illustrated in
Figure 6-48.

Reference 1: Final Report of the Diablo Canyon Long-Term Seismic Program
July 1988

Pacific Gas II Electric Company
Diablo Canyon Power Plant
Docket Nos. 50-275 and 50-323
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PGhE is requested to provide the documentation of recovery actions and
modeling changes in the non-seismic dominant sequence model.

R n

A discussion of the recovery actions applied to the dominant sequence model
follows:

First, the six factors appearing at the bottom of the dominant sequence
equation file, which were used to account for recovery actions on selected
accident sequences, are described.

REOB1

REOBl is used to estimate the likelihood of recovery for Sequences 5, 58, 59,
and 60. Each of these sequences involves fai lure of offsite power and loss of
emergency onsite AC power to 4 kV emergency buses HF and HH on Unit 1. For
these sequences, diesel generator 12 successfully starts and supplies power to
4 kV emergency bus HG. Failure of power at buses HF and HH fails the two
motor-driven Auxiliary Feedwater (AFH) pumps, and the turbine-driven pump
fails independently. Loss of all secondary heat removal shortens the time
available for recovery actions to approximately 2 hours. An electric power
recovery analysis was performed for these sequences; i.e., factor RESLCl, see
Table 6-53 in Reference 1. Successful recovery of electric power prior to
core uncovery is assumed to result in success.

In the basic plant model, loss of AC power was conservatively assumed to
result in the inability of the pressurizer PORVs to be held open long enough
to allow success of bleed and feed cooling. Since, in these sequences, two
emergency AC buses are lost and bleed and feed cooling was assumed to require
two Power Operated Relief Valves (PORVs), no credit was taken in the basic
plant model for bleed and feed cooling for these sequences. In these
sequences, however, DC power is known to be successful; initially, the PORVs
only require DC power to be manually held open. Therefore, despite the loss of
AC power to two buses, two pressurizer PORVs can be held open initially for
bleed and feed cooling. After many hours, when the batteries (normally
charged by battery chargers on 480 V vital buses HH and HF) are exhausted, it
is assumed that one PORV is all that is necessary to continue core cooling via
long-term bleed and feed cooling. The factor REOBl accounts for the operator
action and hardware necessary to establish bleed and feed cooling and to
swi tch to recirculation from the containment sump once the RHST empties; i.e.,
open the PORVs (OB1), switchover to recirculation (RF1), start an RHR pump
(LAl), and start and operate one of one charging pump (CH2). Each of these
split fractions only takes credit for the one emergency AC bus known to be
operable throughout the accident; i.e., bus HG.

Additional recovery actions have been identified but were conservatively
omitted. These include the cross-tieing of emergency buses to bus HG to
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permit two success paths of hardware and,to allow for longer term recovery of
electric power; e.g., prior to .the -time needed to establish recirculation from
the sump.

RSEQ8

RSEQB addresses the recovery.mtions for Sequence 8. Sequence 8 involves a
loss of offsite power, success .of-all five'diesel generators, but failure of
the fuel oil transfer system to provide makeup to the diesel generator day
tanks. Term RESLC3 is the probability of not recovering electric power before
core damage in this sequence. RESLC3 is presented in Table 6-53 in Reference
1. The recovery analysis makes use of the operable turbine-driven AFW pump,
which is known to successfully operate, even after all emergency AC power is
lost due to insufficient fuel oil. The allowable recovery time accounts for
the delay in losing emergency AC since the diesel generators do operate until
their respective day tanks empty. Only credit for restoration of offsite
power is modeled in .the evaluation of 'RESL'C3 since the diesel generators are
operable.

Term ZHEF06 is the error rate for a second operator action to reestablish fuel
oil to the diesel generator day tanks. Thi.s makes use of a dedicated,
portable fuel oil transfer pump which is available as an alternate fuel oil
transfer system to the day tanks. The operators must align the portable
system and manually control the level control valves on the operating diesels.

This recovery action is considered independent of the offsite power recovery
analysis because different crews address the different actions.

RSEQ10

RSEQ10 addresses the recovery actions for Sequences 10 and ll. Sequence 10
involves a loss of offsi te power, failure of emergency AC power on buses HH on
Unit 1 and HG on Unit 2 and the swing diesel is aligned to Unit 2 so that bus
HF on Unit 1 is also unavailable. Also, the turbine-driven AFW pump fails
independently so that there is no secondary. heat removal. Sequence 11 is
similar except that bus HH on Unit 2 is failed instead of bus HG.

The recovery analysis considers two options: recovery of electric power and
the realignment of the swing diesel to Unit 1 from Unit 2, which would enable
bus HF on Unit 1 to be energized and supply power to a motor-driven AFW pump.
The electric power non-recovery factor is given by RESLCl. RESLC1 is the
probability of not recovering electric power prior to core damage given
fai lure of AFW. In the evaluation of RESLCl, credit is taken for offsite
power recovery and for recovery of one of the failed diesel generators (see
Table 6-53 in Reference 1).

The recovery action to realign. the swiag.diesel generator to Unit 1 considers
the need for power at the 'HF bus on, Unit 2. The turbine-driven AFW pump on
Unit 2 is assumed to be required on Unit 2 'in order for the operators on that
unit to permit the release of the swing diesel for service on Unit 1.
Therefore, failure of the operator action to realign the swing diesel (ZHESWl)
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or failure of the Unit 2 turbine-driven AFH pump (AH4) is assumed to preclude
this recovery action.

Other recovery actions involving cross-tieing emergency AC buses and/or
establishing bleed and feed cooling were conservatively not credited.

RSEQ24

RSEQ24 is the non-recovery factor for accident Sequence 24 in the dominant
sequence list. This sequence involves a loss of offsite power, failure of
power at emergency bus HH, and a total loss of AFH. In the initial plant
sequence model, no credit for bleed and feed cooling was taken for this
sequence. This is because PORV 474 is unavailable due to the loss of offsite
power, which is assumed to fail instrument air, and PORV 456 would eventually
lose DC control power since charging to 125V DC bus 13 is provided by bus HH.
Hith only one remaining PORV supported, the bleed and feed cooling success
criteria of two PORVs could not be satisfied. However, PORV 456 would be
available for many hours until the battery supplying DC bus 13 is exhausted.
It is believed that after this initial period, one PORV would be sufficient
for continued bleed and feed cooling. The terms added to make up factor
RSEQ24 are the system's fai,lure probabilities for the equipment needed to
establish bleed and feed cooling and to establish eventual recirculation from
the sump. OBl models the operator action to initiate bleed and feed cooling.
LAl and VAl model the equipment needed to establish recirculation from the
containment sump to the suction of the high pressure pumps. RFl models the
operator action to align for recirculation once the RHST empties. CH2 models
the charging pump failures. All of these system .failure rates account for the
boundary condition that 4 kV emergency bus HH on Unit 1 is unavailable.

Additional recovery actions to restore electric power, align the backup
battery charger to DC bus 13, 'or to crosstie emergency buses so as to restore
AFH were conservatively omitted.

RSEQ25

RSEQ25 models the recovery actions considered for Sequences 25, 56, 57, 70,
and 71. These sequences all involve a loss of offsite power and failure of the
two diesel fuel oil transfer trains shared by both units. Failure of all fuel
oil transfer eventually results in a subsequent loss of all emergency AC power
at both units.

Two separate recovery actions are modeled for these sequences, both of which
are included in factor RSEQ25. RESLC3 is the probability of not recovering
electric power before core damage given AFH $ s successful (i.e., the
turbine-driven AFH pump is known to be operable in these sequences), and that
a delayed loss of emergency AC power results once the diesels run out of fuel
in their day tanks. Credit is taken for the recovery of offsite power prior
to core uncovery which results from a postulated seal LOCA.

The term ZHEF06 is as described for factor RSEQB. ZHEF06 is the error rate
for failing to align a portable fuel oil transfer system in order to
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reestablish fuel oil to the diesel generator day tanks. This action is
assumed independent of the other recovery actions since different crews are
involved and both strategies would be attempted.

RSEQ34

RSEQ34 models the recovery actions for Sequences 34 and 39. These sequences
involve a loss of offsite power, failure of emergency AC power at the HG buses
at both units, the alignment of the swing diesel generator to Unit 2, and the
failure of either component cooling water on Unit 1 (CC5, Sequence 34) or
auxiliary saltwater (ASB, Sequence 39). As a result of failing either
component cooling water or auxiliary saltwater, a seal LOCA is assumed to
develop, which leads to core damage. For these sequences, the recovery action
to align an alternate mode of cooling water to the charging pumps is not
viable. This is because power is not available to the charging pumps; i.e.,
buses HF and HG are unavailable on Unit l.
RSEQ34 considers two recovery strategies. Term RESLC3 is the probability of
not recovering electric power prior to core damage given AFW is successful.
No credit for repair of the failed emergency diesel generators was assumed.
This term accounts for the recovery of offsite power only (see Table 6-53 in
Reference 1). Term ZHERE2 accounts for the recovery action to crossti e two
emergency buses given that one is initially available. If this action is
successful, then successful restart of CCW or ASW is assumed, which permits
either prevention of a seal LOCA or successful high pressure in)ection
depending on the time the cross-connection is completed. The two recovery
strategies are evaluated independently because different crews are directed at
each one.

The following discusses the selected sequences which were also modified to
reflect sequence specific recovery actions and/or modeling improvements to
reduce conservatisms.

SEQ063

Sequence 63 involves a medium LOCA in which all high pressure injection
fails. For medium LOCAs, it was assumed that two out of four high head pumps
(i.e., centrifugal charging or safety in)ection pumps) were required for
success. This requirement for any two of four high head pumps was
conservatively approximated as one of two charging and one of two safety
in]ection pumps. For the sequence in question, the CH top event, which models
one of two charging pumps, was found to be successful. However, both safety
in)ection pumps failed. Therefore, the sequence was assumed to be a failure
of high head in]ection. For this sequence, however, the CH top event was
successful and since no support systems were failed, it is very likely that
both centrifugal charging pumps would be operable. To eliminate this modeling
approximation, the originally conservative success criteria was revised to
reflect the realistic success criteria. Because it was not part of the
original plant model, an evaluation of top event CH in which both charging
pumps are required for success (i.e., or sequences in which both safety
injection pumps fall) was not computed. A simple and conservative estimate of
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the charging system failure fraction was made for the success criteria when
two pumps are required. The CH top event boundary condition for the case when
one train of support is failed was used by multiplying the one of one pump
train condition by 2 to convert it to a two of two pump train success criteria
condition. This explains the factor of 2, which appears in the equation for
Sequence 63.

SEQ043

This sequence involves a loss of offsite power in which the swing diesel
generator is aligned to Unit 2. Auxiliary feedwater fails, and the operators
fail to establish bleed and feed cooling via the two pressurizer PORVs

available. Split fraction AH3 was used in the original plant model because
bus HF on Unit 1 is not available; i.e., motor-driven AFW pump 13 is not
available. The trai ling part of this sequence, beginning with split fraction
AWl, was intended to account for the recovery action in which the operators
realign the swing diesel generator to Unit 1 so that AFH pump 13, which then
has power, may be included in the evaluation of AFH. The listed equation
appears to be in error.

The original equation is:

SEQ043 LOOP* OGF*SHl*IAF*AH3*081*(AN1/AN3*(ZHESHl+AN3)

The equation should be revised as follows:

SEQ043 LOOP* OGF*SH1*IAF*AW3*081*(AHl/AH3+ZHESHl+AH3)

The error is of minor significance; the sequence frequency with the error is
approximately 2E-10, the sequence frequency after correction is approximately
6E-8. The net impact on the total core damage frequency is an increase of
less than 0.05'L.

In the corrected equation, ZHESHl is the error rate for realigning the swing
diesel generator back to Unit l. AW3 is the AFH system failure fraction for
Unit 2 given that the operators align the swing diesel to Unit 1; i.e., the
system failure fraction with one train of electric power unavailable. It is
assumed that the operators would not transfer the swing to Unit 1 if AFW would
then be unavailable on Unit 2.

OTHER

The line in the dominant sequence file labeled "OTHER" accounts for two groups
of initiators; i.e., hazardous chemicals and control room fires. The variable
CRFIRE is actually the sum of a11 control room fire sequences, which lead to
core damage. The variable HAZCHH is the sum of all chemical release sequences
(in particular, chlorine and ammonia releases) in which the release arrives at
the control room air intake, and the operators are eventually overcome. This
frequency is very conservative because, among other reasons, a probability of
unity is assumed that, given a release, it arrives at the control room air
intake. It is assumed that the operators would trip the plant before they
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become incapacitated. This is believed to be conservative because the chances
of an independent cause of plant trip, which might later necessitate operator
intervention before the next shift reports for duty, is remote. Several hours
are available before an operator action would be required following a plant
trip; i.e.; not until the condensate storage tank (CST) must be replenished in
order to maintain AFH cooling. The chances of failing to replenish the CST
under these conditions are given by ZHEHS5. A factor of 0.1 was used to
provide the conditional probability of core damage given that the CST was not
initially replenished. A detailed evaluation of this probability was not
performed. Since there would be substantial time available to avoid core
damage and the original chemical release sequence frequency was conservatively
estimated, a further investigation into this factor was not deemed warranted.

Reference 1: Final Report of the Diablo Canyon Long-Term Seismic Program
July 1988

Pacific Gas 5 Electric Company
Diablo Canyon Power Plant
Docket Nos. 50-275 and 50-323
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The Diablo Canyon PRA assumes that a s1ngle ASH pump can be used to supply the
full cooling needs, of both units (under all modes) given the other three
pumps are not available. The pump capabil1ty was briefly discussed at the
meeting, but no analysis was presented. PG&E is requested to provide
additional information to )ustify this assumption.

The assumption that a single ASH pump can supply the cooling needs of both
units has been reviewed. This assumpt1on has been determined to be valid for
most plant transients; however, transients have been identified where the
rationale for the assumption needed reevaluation. Where this is the case, the
impact on the reported core damage frequency for both seismic and non-seismic
events has been assessed. The overall 1mpact of a different success criterion
is approximately a 0.9 percent increase in the total core damage frequency. A
discussion of this review follows.

The PRA assumption that one ASH pump can supply the cooling needs of both
units was based on a review of existing des1gn calculat1ons for the Component
Cooling Hater (CCH) and Auxiliary Saltwater (ASH) Systems. It was determined
that one ASH pump can provide adequate heat removal from both units; however,
the limitation of an extended cooldown period was 1mposed.

In responding to BNL's question, PG&E has performed an investigation into the
different scenarios under which the ASW success criteria must apply. The
limiting scenar1os are defined as follows:

l. Loss of ASW as an initiating event; Adequate ASW flow to both units 1s
required to either maintain the units in hot standby or bring the units to
cold shutdown.

2. Loss of offsite power affecting both units; Adequate ASW flow to both
units is required to either mai ntai n the units in hot standby or cooldown to
cold shutdown.

3. Loss of offs1te power affect1ng both units; one unit has a small LOCA (2"
effective break area) due to a stuck open pressurizer PORV or pressurizer
safety relief valve. The unit with the LOCA must go to cold shutdown while
the other unit is maintained in hot standby. Adequate ASW flow must be
available to remove the additional heat loads on the containment fan cooler
units (CFCU) in the unit with the small LOCA.

4. Transient 1nduced small LOCAs (ie., initiating events which challenge RCS

pressure relief and result in a stuck open pressurizer PORV or safety relief
valve). Adequate ASH flow is required to respond to the additional
containment heat loads on the unit with the small LOCA. The un1t with the
LOCA must go to cold shutdown while the other un1t is maintained in its
existing state.

5. Large or medium LOCA or steam 11ne break inside containment (which results
in a transient induced LOCA) on one unit and the second unit is unaffected.
ASW flow is required to respond to the additional containment heat loads on
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the unit with the LOCA and the normal operational or hot standby loads on the
other unit.

Of interest in addressing these scenarios is the flow split, and thus the heat
removal capacity, of a single ASW pump when crosstied between units. Using
fluid flow calculation methods for parallel systems and estimating the added
flow resistance in passing through the crosstie line (due to valves, bends,
tees and the piping run) the flow split is approximately equal with 6000 gpm
going to the crosstied unit and 6600 gpm going to the unit with the operating
ASW pump. Further flow control may be accomplished through the use of the CCH
heat exchanger outlet water box manual valves. Such an action, however is
neither modeled nor credited in the DCPRA.

Based on this flow split and the resultant heat removal capability, the
assumed success criteria of one-out-of-four pumps is addressed for each of the
scenarios -described above. An ASH supply temperature of 64'F and initial CCH

temperature of 80'F were used for analyses.

For the first two scenarios, one ASH pump with the flow split between units
can provide adequate cooling to both units . This is supported by a review of
existing design calculations for the CCH system. There is enough cooling
capacity (with 6000 gpm of ASH flow) so that the unit(s) may be maintained in
hot standby or taken to cold shutdown. The only limitation is that the time
to cooldown is extended.

For the LOCA scenarios (3, 4, and 5) the additional heat loads on the
containment fan coolers must be removed by the ASH system. Under these
conditions, it is not known how the CCH system will respond after the loss of
ASH and prior to its restoration by crosstying to the other unit.
Additionally, for these scenarios, the time available for operator action to
crossti e the ASH system between units is dependent on the timing of the ASH
failure. If ASH fails during the peak heat load on the containment fan
coolers, then the time available for operator action to crosstie to the other
unit is limited; also, the heat removal requirement may be beyond the
capability of a single ASH pump shared between units. On the other hand, if
ASW failure occurs late in the transient, then the time available to the
operators to crosstie and the heat removal capability of a single ASW pump may
be adequate.

To avoid developing a time dependent ASW success criteria, these types of core
damage sequences were reevaluated using a success criteria of one-out-of-two
pumps (ie., credit is only given for the Unit 1 pumps). The total frequency
of the affected non-seismic and seismic core damage sequences is approximately
1.3E-6 and 5.7E-7 respectively; the increase in the total core damage
frequency is therefore approximately 1.9E-6. This increase, although not
negligible, is a relatively small contributor to the overall core damage
frequency (approximately 0.9 percent).

In future updates of the OCPRA, the success criteria for the ASH system wi 11

either be modified for the LOCA scenarios (one-out-of-two pumps on Unit 1 with
crosstie to Unit 2 only when both pumps on Unit 2 are available) or, a
detailed transient analysis for the CCW/ASH systems wi 11 be performed to
)ustify a less stringent success criteria for the LOCA events.
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